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ABSTRACT
Traﬃc matrix measurement provides essential information
for network design, operation and management. In today’s
networks, it is challenging to get accurate and timely traﬃc
matrix due to the hard resource constraints of network devices. Recently, Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) technique enables customizable traﬃc measurement, which can
provide ﬂexible and ﬁne-grain visibility into network trafﬁc. However, the existing software-deﬁned traﬃc measurement solutions often suﬀer from feasibility and scalability
issues. In this paper, we seek accurate, feasible and scalable traﬃc matrix estimation approaches. We propose two
strategies, called Maximum Load Rule First (MLRF) and
Large Flow First (LFF), to design feasible traﬃc measurement rules that can be installed in TCAM entries of SDN switches. The statistics of the measurement rules are
collected by the controller to estimate ﬁne-grained traﬃc
matrix. Both MLRF and LFF satisfy the ﬂow aggregation
constraints (determined by associated routing policies) and
have low-complexity. Extensive simulation results on real
network and traﬃc traces reveal that MLRF and LFF can
achieve high accuracy of traﬃc matrix estimation and high
probability of heavy hitter detection.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer Communication Networks]; C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network monitoring; C.2.4 [Distributed
Systems]: Network operating systems
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Traﬃc Matrix (TM) plays an important role in many network tasks, such as network design [1], traﬃc engineering
[1], traﬃc accounting [2], and performance diagnosis [3], all
of which rely on accurate and timely TMs as critical inputs. Due to the important role of TM, TM measurement has
attracted extensive attention from the research community
in the past decade [4, 5, 6]. However, it is still challenging
to accurately measure TM for practical networks in a timely
fashion. First, direct measurement of TM on large networks
is infeasible due to the hard constraint of network measurement resources (e.g., TCAM entries, memory capacity and
processing power). Second, even though TM can be estimated from side information that can be readily obtained
such as SNMP link loads and network routing conﬁguration,
the TM estimation problem is typically an under-determined
linear-inverse problem where the number of measurements
are not suﬃcient to accurately identify the TM. Thus, in
order to improve the estimation accuracy, more related side
information must be incorporated into the problem formulation. However, this is hard to achieve due to the control
plane limitations of traditional networks.
On the other hand, as a promising architecture for future
networks, Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) [7] has received a signiﬁcant attention by both industry and academia. SDN paradigm enables the separation of a logically centralized control plane from the underlying data plane. This
decoupling brings unique opportunities for traﬃc measurement. Most importantly, the centralized control plane provides a global view of network resource and enables programmable traﬃc measurement. Moreover, the data plane
in each switch provides several counters for each ﬂow rule in
the ﬂow table. Therefore, the SDN has the potential capability of enabling accurate and dynamic traﬃc measurement.
Recently, a few research eﬀorts have been made to develop dynamic, accurate and scalable traﬃc measurement
frameworks in SDN paradigm. In [8], ProgME proposes a
programmable traﬃc measurement architecture, which allows to collect traﬃc statistics of user deﬁned sets of ﬂows.
To support various measurement tasks, OpenSketch [9] introduces a variety of hash-based sketches, and can conﬁgure the sketches dynamically. However, both ProgME [8]
and OpenSketch [9] assume specialized hardware support
on switches for traﬃc measurement. In order to avoid using custom hardware for traﬃc measurement, [10, 11] propose practical traﬃc measurement solutions should run on
commodity network elements, and [12] extends the work in

[10, 11] by enabling concurrent and dynamically instantiated traﬃc measurement tasks. However, all the solutions
proposed in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] are targeted for measuring a
speciﬁc set of ﬂows (e.g, Heavy Hitters or Distributed Icebergs), and they are not suitable for TM estimation.
OpenTM [13], DCM [14] and iSTAMP [15] aim to measure
TM in SDN. OpenTM and DCM are per-ﬂow based measurement solutions, which directly measure and estimate TM by tracking statistics of each ﬂow. Evidently, OpenTM
and DCM are not scalable since the measurement resources
(e.g., CPU and TCAM) are limited while the number of
ﬂows is large. To meet constraints on the available measurement resources and improve measuring accuracy, iSTAMP
infers TM based on both aggregated and the k largest (i.e.
the most informative ﬂows) per-ﬂow measurements. iSTAMP seems to make a good tradeoﬀ between the used measuring resources and accuracy, but it also faces the following
issues. First, the priority and wildcard based matching strategy used by SDN switches implies that only the ﬂows
with a same preﬁx can be potentially aggregated by one
rule, but iSTAMP ignores the ﬂow aggregation constraints,
leading to infeasible aggregated measurements. Second, to
ﬁnd out the k largest ﬂows, iSTAMP uses all of the TCAM
entries to measure all individual ﬂows over multiple time
intervals, which will introduce non-negligible measurement cost. Most recently, [16] investigates the TM estimation
problem in SDN capable data center networks. The feasibility issue of traﬃc aggregation is considered in [16] based
on the assumption that the traﬃc measurement/aggregation
only takes place at the ToR SDN switches of data center networks. The assumption makes the method proposed in [16]
hard to apply in general networks. In addition, the complexity of choosing feasible aggregation paths in [16] is also
high for large-scale networks.
Based on the shortcomings of existing works, we revisit
the TM estimation problem in SDN paradigm, and aim to
propose accurate, feasible and scalable traﬃc measurement
strategies in this paper. Here, we say a traﬃc measurement
strategy is feasible if it satisﬁes the measuring resource and
ﬂow aggregation constraints. We assume that to save TCAM entries, the rules used for routing ﬂows in each SDN
switch are aggregated whenever possible. In theory, the TM
can be estimated based on the statistics of these aggregated
routing rules. However, to improve the estimation accuracy,
we generate traﬃc measurement rules by deaggregating the
aggregated rules, and install the traﬃc measurement rules
in the available TCAM entries of each SDN switch. The
controller collects the measurement statistics of TCAM entries periodically, and estimates the per-ﬂow sizes based on
these statistics. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
1) We propose a simple traﬃc measurement rule generation strategy named Maximum Load Rule First (MLRF) to
eﬃciently generate feasible traﬃc measurement rules.
2) To further improve the TM estimation accuracy, we
also propose another traﬃc measurement rule generation strategy named Large Flows First (LFF), which uses the TM
estimation results of MLRF as the inputs.
3) We evaluate the performance of MLRF and LFF using
traﬃc traces from real ISP networks. The results verify that
MLRF and LFF can achieve feasible and accurate traﬃc
estimation.

2.

THE TRAFFIC MATRIX ESTIMATION
IN SDN
2.1 System Model and Assumptions
In this paper, we consider a hybrid SDN network, where
only a subset of the nodes are SDN switches while the rest
of the nodes are traditional routers. The TM estimation
system of SDN contains two parts. In the data plane, the TCAMs in SDN switches match and count packets with wildcard rules. In the control plane, the controller: 1) fetches
ﬂow statistics (TCAM counters and SNMP link loads); 2) estimates the TM based on the statistics; 3)designs new measurement rules based on the quality of estimated TM; and
4) installs the new rules in the SDN switches. Since TCAMs
are expensive and power hungry, the SDN switches have a
limited number of TCAM entries. We assume that part of
the TCAM entries in each SDN switch are used to implement routing rules. To save TCAM entries, the routing rules
are aggregated based on the destination preﬁxes. To avoid
forwarding disruption to network traﬃc, the routing rules
cannot be modiﬁed during the traﬃc measurement process.
We assume that the network operators will assign a set of IP
preﬁxes to each node, and this mapping is known a priori. A
ﬂow can be indicated by a source and destination IP preﬁxes pair <src prefix, dst prefix >, where src prefix /dst prefix
is one of the preﬁxes assigned to source node/destination
node.

2.2

Problem Formulation

We can model the network as a directed graph G = (V, L),
where V and L are the sets of nodes and links, respectively. Let VSDN ⊆ V denote the set of SDN nodes and
VN SDN = V \VSDN denote the non-SDN nodes. Let ns and
ms be the total number of TCAM entries and the number
of available (i.e. unused or reserved) TCAM entries in SDN
node s(s ∈ VSDN ), respectively. Let Rs be the set of ﬂow
rules of SDN node s (s ∈ VSDN ). YS denotes the vector of
TCAM statistics, and YL denotes the vector of link loads.
For ease of formulation, we use a vector X ∈ RN to represent the traﬃc matrix, where N is the number of ﬂows. YS
and YL have the following relationship with X.
YS = AS X and YL = AL X,

(1)

ij
where AS = (Aij
S ) and AL = (AL ) are binary aggregation
ij
matrices. The element AS ∈ {0, 1} indicates
whether ﬂow
∑
j (j ≤ N ) is forwarded by rule i (i ≤
s∈VSDN ns ), and
the element Aij
L ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether ﬂow j (j ≤ N )
is going through link i (i ≤ |L|). AL is given and it is ﬁxed
while AS is determined by the ﬂow rules designed by the
controller to provide the most informative aggregate measurements adhering to the routing policy. Having measurements YS and YL as well as aggregation matrices AS and AL ,
the traﬃc matrix X can be estimated using the following optimization formulation (2), which is a convex optimization
problem that is eﬀective for estimating highly ﬂuctuating
network ﬂows [15].

X̂ = minimize ∥X∥1
X

s.t. YL = AL X
YS = AS X
X≥0

(2)

Algorithm 1 The Maximum Load Rule First Measurement
Rule Generation Strategy
Input: Network topology G(V, L).
Output: The rule sets R for the SDN switches.
1: R ← ∅
2: for each node s ∈ VSDN do
3:
add the routing rules in node s to set Rs
4:
compute the load of each rule rs ∈ Rs and the set of ﬂows
matching the rule rs
5:
while |Rs | < ns + ms do
6:
rold ← the rule with the maximum load in Rs
7:
rnew ← rold
8:
rnew .priority ← rold .priority + 1
9:
lold ← load(rold ) //load(r) denotes the load of rule r
10:
∆min ← 12 ·lold //∆min is an indicator of load balance
between rnew and rold , and ∆min = 0 represents that
the loads of rnew and rold are balanced
11:
rtemp ← rnew
12:
while load(rtemp ) > 12 · lold do
13:
presrc ← rtemp .src pref ix
14:
preL
src ← left child of presrc on the preﬁx trie
15:
preR
src ← right child of presrc on the preﬁx trie
16:
rL ← rnew
17:
rR ← rnew
18:
rL .src pref ix ← preL
src
19:
rR .src pref ix ← preR
src
20:
if ∆min > |load(rL ) − 12 · lold | then
21:
rnew .src pref ix ← preL
src
22:
∆min ← |load(rL ) − 12 · lold |
23:
end if
24:
if ∆min > |load(rR ) − 21 · lold | then
25:
rnew .src pref ix ← preR
src
26:
∆min ← |load(rR ) − 12 · lold |
27:
end if
28:
if load(rL ) > load(rR ) then
29:
rtemp = rL
30:
else
31:
rtemp = rR
32:
end if
33:
end while
34:
Rs ← Rs ∪ rnew
35:
update the loads of the rules rold and rnew respectively,
and update the sets of ﬂows matching the rules rold and
rnew respectively.
36:
end while
37:
R ← Rs ∪ R
38: end for
39: return R

Considering the optimization formulation (2), we can improve the estimation accuracy by generating better AS . Since AS is determined by the measurement rules installed
in the SDN switches, we can get a better AS by installing
carefully generated traﬃc measurement rules on the available TCAM entries, which will provide more inputs to the
optimization formulation (2). To this end, we generate some
measurement rules by deaggregating the routing rules (i.e.,
use some rules with longer preﬁxes to oﬄoad the traﬃc ﬂows
from the rules with shorter preﬁxes), and install the newly
generated measurement rules in the available TCAM entries. In this paper, we mainly focus on the measurement
rule generation strategies.

3. THE FLOW MEASUREMENT RULE GENERATION STRATEGIES
In practical networks, the rules used for routing are al-
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Figure 1: Preﬁx trie of source IPs.

ways aggregated to save TCAM entries [17] (e.g., the rules
for routing the ﬂows to a same preﬁx can be aggregate into
one rule); consequently ﬂow aggregation measurements are
used for TM estimation. However, due to the ill-conditioned
and under-determined nature of TM inference problems [18],
the direct estimation of TM based on the statistics of those
aggregated routing rules may suﬀer from signiﬁcant estimation errors. Hence, in order to improve the TM estimation
accuracy, we can generate additional rules to measure the
traﬃc under the resource and ﬂow aggregation constraints.
In this section, we will present the proposed measurement
rule generation strategies called Maximum Load Rule First
(MLRF) and Large Flow First (LFF), respectively.

3.1

The Maximum Load Rule First Strategy

For a ﬂow (deﬁned by a source and destination preﬁxes
pair) going through SDN switch i, the controller can easily
ﬁnd out the ﬂow rule matching the ﬂow in SDN switch i by
simply checking each rule installed in SDN switch i. Thus,
given the set of ﬂows and the routes of the ﬂows, the number ﬂows matching each rule in a SDN switch can be easily
computed. Here, we deﬁne the load of a rule as the number
of ﬂows matching the rule in a SDN switch.
The detailed procedures of MLRF are described in Algorithm 1. The basic idea of MLRF is trying to generate a new
ﬂow measurement rule that can oﬄoad half the load from
the rule with the maximum load in a SDN switch in each
step. MLRF ﬁrst greedily selects the rule with the maximum load in a SDN switch, and then based on the selected
rule (we call it old rule below), it generates a new rule with
a higher priority and a longer source IP preﬁx. It is notable
that except the priority and the source IP preﬁx ﬁelds, all
other ﬁelds of the new rule are the same as the old rule (lines
7, 8, 21 and 25 in in Algorithm 1). Evidently, if the new rule
is added into the SDN switch, some of the ﬂows matching
the old rule will be oﬄoaded to the new rule. The load of
the new rule is determined by its source IP preﬁx. MLRF
tries to choose a source IP preﬁx for the new rule such that
the load of the new rule and the old rule are balanced. To
do that, MLRF searches the preﬁx trie of source IPs using
width ﬁrst strategy (lines 12 - 33 in Algorithm 1). Figure 1
shows an example preﬁx trie for four bits. The number on
each preﬁx node is the load of the rule if it uses the associated source IP preﬁx. In this example (Figure 1(a)), MLRF
will choose 00** as the source IP preﬁx for the new rule,
and the loads of the new rule and the old rule are 17 and
13 respectively when the new is added into the SDN switch.
Figure 1(b) shows the loads of the rules using the associated
source IP preﬁxes on the preﬁx trie when the new rule is
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added to the SDN switch.

3.2 The Large Flow First Strategy
It has been shown that in real networks, a small number
of large ﬂows may account for more than 80% the traﬃc
volume [8]. Therefore, accurately measuring the large ﬂows
can yield the best improvement of overall TM estimation
performance. However, how to ﬁnd out the expected large
ﬂows is a problem. To solve this problem, iSTAMP [15] uses
a two-phase approach, which measures the sizes of all the
ﬂows using available TCAM entries over multiple epochs in
the ﬁrst phase, and selects the k largest ﬂows to measure
in the second phase. However, measuring the per-ﬂow sizes
is costly and time consuming, especially when the available
TCAM entries are limited and the number of ﬂows is large.
LFF is also a two-phase approach. But instead of accurately
measuring the per-ﬂow sizes, LFF estimates the per-ﬂow
sizes based on the statistics of the rules generated by MLRF
in the ﬁrst phase. Although the estimated per-ﬂow sizes may
not accurate, they are suﬃciently informative for us to ﬁnd
out the real large ﬂows. The simulation results show that we
can ﬁnd out the real large ﬂows with very high probability
by using the estimated per-ﬂow sizes.
In hybrid SDN networks, a ﬂow may go through several
SDN switches. Thus, allocating which SDN switch to measure an interested large ﬂow is also an important problem,
which is called Flow Measurement Allocation (FMA) in this
paper. The solution of FMA has impact on the measurement
results. Let us consider the example in Figure 2. There are
four ﬂows: A − F , B − F , C − F , and D − F . The routes
of the ﬂows are indicated by dotted lines with diﬀerent colors. We assume that both SDN switches B and D have two
available TCAM entries. So if ﬂows A − F and B − F are
allocated to be measured at SDN switch D, the ﬂow C − F
and D − F cannot be measured. Nevertheless, we can measure ﬂows A − F and B − F at SDN switch B and measure
ﬂows C − F and D − F at SDN switch D.
In order to achieve the best improvement of overall estimation accuracy, LFF needs to get an optimal solution of
FMA. For facilitating the discussion of how to ﬁnd an optimal solution of FMA, we ﬁrst give the deﬁnitions for the
feasible solutions and optimal solutions of FMA.
Definition 1. (Feasible solutions of FMA) Given the
set of ﬂows F = {f1 , f2 , · · · , fm } and the set of SDN switches
VSDN = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vk }, a solution of FMA is denoted as
v
v
vk
} where ψfij = 1 if ﬂow fi
Ψ = {ψfv11 , ψfv21 , · · · , ψfij , · · · , ψfm
v
is allocated to be measured at SDN switch vj , and ψfij = 0
otherwise. We say an allocation solution is feasible if it

satisﬁes the following constraints.
v
c1) If ψfij = 1, ﬂow fi must go through SDN switch vj .
∑
v
c2) For ∀vj ∈ VSDN , fi ∈F ψfij ≤ mvj , where mvj is the
number of available TCAM entries in SDN switch vj .
∑
v
c3) For ∀fi ∈ F , vj ∈VSDN ψfij ≤ 1.
Definition 2. (The utility of a feasible solution) The
utility of a feasible solution Ψ is denoted by f (Ψ), which is
deﬁned as:
∑ vj
∑
ψfi · Sfi ,
f (Ψ) =
vj ∈VSDN fi ∈F

where Sfi is the size of ﬂow fi .
Definition 3. (The optimal solution of FMA) A feasible solution Ψ∗ is optimal if it meets the following condition.
For any feasible solution Ψ, f (Ψ∗ ) ≥ f (Ψ).
In order to represent the relationship between ﬂows and
SDN switches, we construct an auxiliary bipartite graph.
We denote the auxiliary bipartite graph as GA (VA = VF ∪
VS , LA ), where VA represents the node set and LA is the link
set. Each node vfi ∈ VF corresponds to a ﬂow fi ∈ F , and
each node vsj ∈ Vs corresponds to an available TCAM entry
j in SDN switch s ∈ VSDN . If a ﬂow fi ∈ F goes through a
SDN switch s ∈ VSDN , there is a directed link (vfi , vsj ) from
node vfi to each node vsj (j ≤ ms ). The weight of the link
(vfi , vsj ) is set to the estimated size of ﬂow fi (denoted as
Sfi ). The auxiliary bipartite graph of the example in Figure
2 is illustrated in Figure 3.
Theorem 1. A maximum weight matching of the auxiliary bipartite graph is an optimal solution of the FMA problem.
Proof. See [19]
Based on the discussions above, we design the LFF traﬃc
measurement strategy for SDN networks as in Algorithm 2.
Since a maximum weight matching of the constructed auxiliary bipartite graph is an optimal ﬂow measurement allocation solution, LFF will generate a rule for each ﬂow (lines
9-15) that corresponds to a link of the maximum weight
matching. Accordingly, the generated ﬂow rules are installed
in SDN switches and the ﬂow statistics are used to accurately estimate the TM using network inference framework (2).
The red dashed lines in Figure 3 denote a maximum weight
matching of the auxiliary bipartite graph. In the example,

Algorithm 2 The Large Flow First Measurement Rule Generation Strategy
Input: Network topology G(V, L).
Output: The rule sets R for the SDN switches.
1: R ← ∅
2: estimate the ﬂow sizes based on the statistics of the rules
generated by MLRF strategy (Algorithm 1)
3: sort the ﬂows according to their estimated sizes in decreasing
order
4: for each node s ∈ VSDN do
5:
add the routing rules in node s to Rs
6: end for
7: construct the auxiliary bipartite graph GA (VA = VF ∪
VS , LA ), based on the estimated ﬂow sizes and the routes
of the ﬂows
8: ﬁnd a maximum weight matching M on GA (VA = VF ∪
VS , LA )
9: for each link (vfi , vsj ) ∈ M do
10:
rold ← the rule matching ﬂow fi in set Rs
11:
rnew ← rold
12:
rnew .priority ← rnew .priority + 1
13:
rnew .src pref ix ← fi .src pref ix
//fi .src pref ix denotes the source preﬁx of ﬂow fi
14:
Rs ← Rs ∪ rnew
15: end for
16: for each node s ∈ VSDN do
17:
R ← R ∪ Rs
18: end for
19: return R

two rules will be generated and installed in node B to measure ﬂow fAF and ﬂow fBF , and two rules will be generated
and installed in node D to measure ﬂow fCF and ﬂow fDF .

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1 Simulation Setup
Networks topologies and traﬃc dataset: We use two
well known real network topologies: Geant (23 nodes and 37
links) and Abilene (12 nodes and 15 links). We assume only
a subset of nodes are deployed with SDN switches. The nodes with higher degree have higher priority to deploy SDN
switches. If there is a tie, the nodes are ordered arbitrarily.
Unless speciﬁed, the number of SDN switches in Geant and
Abilene is set as 6 (6/23 ≈ 24%) and 4 (4/12 ≈ 33%), respectively. We assume the number of TCAM entries (n) is
the same for all of the SDN switches. Since the IP preﬁxes
assigned to each node are unknown in Geant and Abilene
networks, we randomly select a set of IP preﬁxes from the
IP preﬁxes owned by China Telecom for each node. The
number of preﬁxes assigned to each node is uniformly distributed in [2, 5]. The traﬃc matrices of Geant and Abilene
for a speciﬁc time period are publicly available. We randomly choose 100 traﬃc matrices from the dataset, and we
use X i to denote the ith traﬃc matrix. The traﬃc matrices provide the traﬃc sizes between nodes in the networks.
However, in our simulation, we need ﬁne-grained traﬃc matrices, which provide the traﬃc sizes between the preﬁxes.
To get the ﬁne-grained traﬃc matrices, we use the following
equation:
Sfi = Safsd ·

len(fi .src pref ix) len(fi .dst pref ix)
∑
∑
·
, (3)
len(pref )
len(pref )
pref ∈Ps

pref ∈Pd

where Safsd denotes the size of aggregated ﬂow between nodes s and d (given in the dataset), len(·) operator returns
the length of an IP preﬁx, and Ps and Pd denote the set
of preﬁxes owned by nodes s and d, respectively. In the
simulations, we use r to represent the ﬂow aggregation ratio, which is deﬁned as ratio between the number of total
|
TCAM entries and the number of ﬂows, i.e., r = n · |VSDN
.
N
Performance Metrics: The metrics used in our perfork
mance evaluation are deﬁned in equation (4). Plarge
is the
average probability of accurately ﬁnding out the k largest
ﬂows by using the measurement rules generated by MLRF.
From the presentation in Section 3.2, we know that the perk
formance of LFF is closely related to Plarge
. In equation (4),
I(·) returns the indices of ﬂows, sorted in descending order
of the ﬂow sizes. NMAE is widely used performance metric
for measuring the accuracy of traﬃc matrix estimation.
k
=
Plarge

M
1 ∑
pr(I(X̂ i ) ≤ k|I(X i ) ≤ k)
M i=1

M
1 ∑ |X i − X̂ i |
N M AE =
M i=1
|X i |

4.2

(4)

Simulation Results

To yield the best improvement of overall estimation performance, LFF chooses the k largest ﬂows to measure directly. The key challenge here is that the per-ﬂow sizes are
unknown. LFF solves the problem by estimating the perﬂow sizes based on the statistics of the rules generated by
k
MLRF. So the probability (Plarge
) of accurately ﬁnding out
the k largest ﬂows by using estimated per-ﬂow sizes is critik
cal for LFF. Figure 4 shows Plarge
under diﬀerent k in both
Geant and Abilene topologies. From Figure 4, we can see
k
that Plarge
increases with the ﬂow aggregation ratio r. Because higher r means that more TCAM entries can be used
for traﬃc measurement, and thus the traﬃc size estimation
accuracy can be improved. Moreover, we can observe that
even when the r is low (e.g., 10%), the majority of large
ﬂows (more than 75%) included in the k largest ﬂow set can
also be found out successfully. It is demonstrated that using
the estimated per-ﬂow sizes based on the statistics of the
rules generated by MLRF, we can also achieve suﬃciently
accurate inputs for LLF, and thus we do not need to directly
measure every per-ﬂow size in the ﬁrst phase of LFF.
Figure 5 compares the NMAE of MRLF, LLF, iSTAMP (with BAT) and iSTAMP (with EAT) [15], where EAT
(Exponential Aggregation Technique) and BAT (Block Aggregation Technique) are two diﬀerent aggregation matrix
design strategies used in iSTAMP. In BAT, each TCAM entry aggregates an equal number of ﬂows. While in EAT,
more TCAM entries are allocated to larger ﬂows by adjusting parameters ρ and σ [15]. It is notable that both BAT
and EAT do not consider the ﬂow aggregation feasibility. So
though the aggregation matrix generated by EAT and BAT
are good for traﬃc matrix estimation, it may not be feasible
in practice. From Figure 5, we can observe that as expected,
the NMAE of the four methods decreases with the increasing
of the ﬂow aggregation ratio r. Most importantly, we also
can observe that the NMAE of our proposed LFF is very
close to that of iSATMP+BAT (the diﬀerences are within 0.1) and iSTAMP+EAT, and in Abilene, the NMAE of
LFF is even much better than that of iSATMP+EAT. Our
results demonstrate that LFF can generate feasible traﬃc
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trix estimation accuracy can be signiﬁcantly improved. We
obtain similar results in Abilene network, which which is
included in our technical report [19].
In addition, MLRF and LFF can also be used for Heavy
Hitter (HH) detection. To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of using MLRF and LFF for HH detection, we also compute the
d
average probability of detection (PHH
) [15] of MLRF and
LFF. The results indicate that both MRLF and LLF can
achieve very high probability of detection even when the aggregation ratio r is low (e.g., r = 0.1). Detailed results can
be found in our technical report [19].
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Figure 5: NMAE in Geant and Abilene topologies
when r varies.
measurement rules that can achieve high traﬃc matrix estimation accuracy. Comparing with LFF, MRLF has higher
NMAE. However, MRLF is a simple algorithm with lowcomputational complexity and it can provide useful information for the LFF (as shown in Figure 4). So MRLF is
also a meaningful approach for HH detection and providing
the outline of the traﬃc matrix.
Figure 6 shows the NMAE of diﬀerent methods when the
number of SDN switches varies in Geant. Since the capacity
of TCAM is very limited, the ﬂow aggregation ratio is low in
real networks. In order to evaluate the performance of our
proposed approaches under low ﬂow aggregation ratio, the
number of TCAM entries in each SDN switch is set as 75.
Under this setting, the ﬂow aggregation ratio of Geant network is about 15% when 50% of the nodes are SDN-capable.
In Figure 6, the NMAE of all the methods decreases quickly with the increasing number of deployed SDN switches.
When 50% of the nodes are SDN-capable (the ﬂow aggregation ratio is about 15%), the NMAE of LFF is about 0.1 for
Geant. This demonstrates that even if a small number of
SDN switches are deployed in the network, the traﬃc ma-

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we leverage the re-conﬁguration capability
and ﬂexible ﬂow rules of SDN to enhance the accuracy of
traﬃc matrix estimation. In SDN, the accuracy and feasibility of traﬃc measurement are closely related to the ﬂow
rules installed in SDN switches. To achieve feasible and
accurate traﬃc matrix estimation, we proposed two trafﬁc measurement rule generation strategies, named MLRF
and LFF. MLRF and LFF generates traﬃc measurement rule by de-aggregating the aggregated routing rules. The
ﬂow aggregation feasibility is guaranteed in MLRF and LFF,
and the complexity of MLRF and LFF is also low. Finally,
we have conducted extensive performance evaluation on real
networks and traﬃc traces; the results have conﬁrmed that
MRLF and LFF can achieve feasible and accurate traﬃc
matrix estimation.
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